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Four Cast Counter

Dimensions:    Woddenshell  Polyshell  Fully upholstered

Dybde:      50 cm    50 cm    50 cm 
Bredde:      56,5 cm   56,5 cm   56,5 cm  
Siddehøjde:      64,5 cm   64 cm    65,5 cm  
Højde:          97 cm    98 cm    97 cm  

Weight:

Poly     7,9 Kg
Poly with seat upholstery  8,6 Kg
Wodden shell    7,9 Kg
Wodden shell with seat upholstery 8,6 Kg
Fully upholstered   8,7 Kg

Materials:

Poly sheel PA 6, glassfibre reinforced, recyclebar (six colors: black, white, anthrazit, orange, red, lime)
 (ask for different colors)
Upholstery shell: birch veneer Natural, Glue SABA Activator 3739, Aqua Bond RSD 3801 blue
Upholstery foam: Type CM 46, PE plastic, burn retardant, Lim SABA Activator 3739, Aqua Bond RSD 3801 blu

Frame:
Pipe. Ø11, DIN668
Steel 20 x 3 S235JRG2 C+C

Stackable:
10 psc.

Environment
We’re aware of our environmental responsibilities. We strive towards a minimal burden in the internal,
and external environment. The internal environment is evaluated on workplaces and a careful,
examination of the products which are used in the production.
The external environment is monitored through laws and regulations.
It is important for Four Design that our supplier keep to the environmental laws regarding production and handling 
of waste materials.
It is our goal that our raw materials always are environmentally friendly.

FOUR CAST COUNTER



Cleaning:

Furniture Textiles 

WOOL: is because of its elasticity, abrasion and dirt rejecting one of the very best materials for the manufacture of 
furniture textiles. For instance, leaves a cigarette ignited, which are promptly removed, usually only a small mark that 
can be sanded or Brush away. 

SYNTHETIC MATERIALS: such as nylon and polyester (including micro-fiber material and Trevira CS) is generally resis-
tant to wear and easy to clean. A cigarette ignited, which are promptly removed, leaves are usually a small hole. 

Maintenance of furniture textiles. 

General cleaning: dust often week, preferably every week. Patches are not fat, is removed by gentle rubbing with 
a clean lint-free cloth opvredet in soapy water or water containing liquid detergent. The surface is rubbed with a 
clean, soft cloth, hard opvredet in lukewarm water. Warning! There may not be rubbed or Brush on micro-fiber mate-
rial in spring mode. 

Cuckoo Purification stain removers funds should only be used after that in a less visible location is checked whether 
the impact on the covers. Shields prevented by gentle circular rubbing inwards against the stain. Never use stain 
removers means if there is latex foam (foam) directly under the covers. Foam cleaning agents can be used according 
to instructions. Removable covers can often chemically treated. 
Warning! Never use solvents, since these can dissolve the underlying polstrematerialer. 

Synthetic drugs are impregnated and can wipe with a dry cloth in the dirt of the surface. 

 
Leather Furniture 

Our standard leather Sydney is a slightly corrected semi anilineleather with a soft touch. The hide is characterizeby 
having a beautiful natural lookbut at the same time with a powerful finish.Sydney is available in an extensive rangs of 
contemporary colours, especially developed for the contract market. Chrome tanned andproduced without the use 
of PCP and CFC which are damaging to the environment.
Technical specification: 
Raw material: Grainleather from overseas hides. All CAMO leatheris dyed through and tested at TechnologicalInsti-
tute in Denmark.
Flame Resistance: The material fulfills the
requirement according to 8191:1 Butane Gas
flame. ISO 8191: Smouldering cigarette, EN
1021 1&2 California 117 and IMO A652 (16).

General cleaning: wipe with a clean, soft cloth. By facilitating the dirt wiped across the surface with a clean, soft 
cloth hard opvredet in demineralized or boiled, cold water. Wiping must happen quickly across the surface so that 
the shield is avoided. 

Thorough cleaning: (only if required) Whiping the entire surface with a clean, soft cloth opvredet in soapy wa-
ter. Spilled fluid and the like. Removed immediately. Do not use the vacuum cleaner when the surface thus can be 
scratched. Cuckoo Treatment is not recommended! 
Dishwashing detergents, solvents and fat (leather creams and oils) should not be used.
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FOUR CAST HIGH
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FOUR CAST HIGH

Four Cast High

Dimensions:    Woddenshell  Polyshell  Fully upholstered

Dybde:      51,5 cm   51,5 cm   54,5 cm 
Bredde:      57,7 cm    57,5 cm   57,5 cm  
Siddehøjde:      72,5 cm   72 cm    74,5 cm  
Højde:          104,5 cm   105,5 cm   104,5 cm  

Weight:

Poly     8 Kg
Poly with seat upholstery  8,7 Kg
Wodden shell    8 Kg
Wodden shell with seat upholstery 8,7 Kg
Fully upholstered   8,8 Kg

Materials:

Poly sheel PA 6, glassfibre reinforced, recyclebar (six colors: black, white, anthrazit, orange, red, lime)
 (ask for different colors)
Upholstery shell: birch veneer Natural, Glue SABA Activator 3739, Aqua Bond RSD 3801 blue
Upholstery foam: Type CM 46, PE plastic, burn retardant, Lim SABA Activator 3739, Aqua Bond RSD 3801 blu

Frame:
Pipe. Ø11, DIN668
Steel 20 x 3 S235JRG2 C+C

Stackable:
10 psc.

Environment
We’re aware of our environmental responsibilities. We strive towards a minimal burden in the internal,
and external environment. The internal environment is evaluated on workplaces and a careful,
examination of the products which are used in the production.
The external environment is monitored through laws and regulations.
It is important for Four Design that our supplier keep to the environmental laws regarding production and handling 
of waste materials.
It is our goal that our raw materials always are environmentally friendly.



FOUR CAST HIGH

Cleaning:

Furniture Textiles 

WOOL: is because of its elasticity, abrasion and dirt rejecting one of the very best materials for the manufacture of 
furniture textiles. For instance, leaves a cigarette ignited, which are promptly removed, usually only a small mark that 
can be sanded or Brush away. 

SYNTHETIC MATERIALS: such as nylon and polyester (including micro-fiber material and Trevira CS) is generally resis-
tant to wear and easy to clean. A cigarette ignited, which are promptly removed, leaves are usually a small hole. 

Maintenance of furniture textiles. 

General cleaning: dust often week, preferably every week. Patches are not fat, is removed by gentle rubbing with 
a clean lint-free cloth opvredet in soapy water or water containing liquid detergent. The surface is rubbed with a 
clean, soft cloth, hard opvredet in lukewarm water. Warning! There may not be rubbed or Brush on micro-fiber mate-
rial in spring mode. 

Cuckoo Purification stain removers funds should only be used after that in a less visible location is checked whether 
the impact on the covers. Shields prevented by gentle circular rubbing inwards against the stain. Never use stain 
removers means if there is latex foam (foam) directly under the covers. Foam cleaning agents can be used according 
to instructions. Removable covers can often chemically treated. 
Warning! Never use solvents, since these can dissolve the underlying polstrematerialer. 

Synthetic drugs are impregnated and can wipe with a dry cloth in the dirt of the surface. 

 
Leather Furniture 

Our standard leather Sydney is a slightly corrected semi anilineleather with a soft touch. The hide is characterizeby 
having a beautiful natural lookbut at the same time with a powerful finish.Sydney is available in an extensive rangs of 
contemporary colours, especially developed for the contract market. Chrome tanned andproduced without the use 
of PCP and CFC which are damaging to the environment.
Technical specification: 
Raw material: Grainleather from overseas hides. All CAMO leatheris dyed through and tested at TechnologicalInsti-
tute in Denmark.
Flame Resistance: The material fulfills the
requirement according to 8191:1 Butane Gas
flame. ISO 8191: Smouldering cigarette, EN
1021 1&2 California 117 and IMO A652 (16).

General cleaning: wipe with a clean, soft cloth. By facilitating the dirt wiped across the surface with a clean, soft 
cloth hard opvredet in demineralized or boiled, cold water. Wiping must happen quickly across the surface so that 
the shield is avoided. 

Thorough cleaning: (only if required) Whiping the entire surface with a clean, soft cloth opvredet in soapy wa-
ter. Spilled fluid and the like. Removed immediately. Do not use the vacuum cleaner when the surface thus can be 
scratched. Cuckoo Treatment is not recommended! 
Dishwashing detergents, solvents and fat (leather creams and oils) should not be used.
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